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Abstract
The described approach to text summarization is based on
thematic representation of a text. Thematic representation
includes nodes of thematically related terms simulating
topics of the text. Thematic representation is created on the
basis of detailed description of the domain and allows to
create coherent summaries tbr texts of any size, to control
length of summary using structural representation of
contents of documents.

Introduction

One of main goals of summary generation is to indicate
main topics of texts. Such summaries can be used to
evaluate relevance of texts to user’s need. Most
summarization approaches are based on combination of
two main techniques: computation of word frequencies
and recognition of discourse structure (Salton, 1989;
Mahesh, 1996) and do not take into account topicaI

structure of texts. Automatic identification of main topics
and subtopics of a text requires a linguistic resource
describing relations between concepts and terms of the
domain and a technique of representation of" topical
structures of texts.

The paper describes an approach to text summarization
based on thematic representation of a text. Thematic
representations of texts are constructed on the basis of the
thesaurus that was specially created for automatic text
processing.

Thematic Representation
Van Dejk (van Dejk, 1983) describes topical structure 
text - the macrostructure - as a hierarchical structure in a
sense that the theme of a whole text can be identified and
summed up to a single macroproposition. The theme of the
text can be usually described in terms of less general
themes which in turn can be characterized in terms of
even more specific themes, and so on.

We approximate the highest macroproposition of the
macrostructure with the set of macroconcepts that name
the predicate of the macroproposition and its arguments.

Description of the main theme of a text in terms of
subthemes requires use of references to macroconcepts in
the subthemes. Such references can be expressed with
pronouns, repetitions of macroconcepts, hyponyms and
thematically related terms.

The text is mainly devoted to description of the relations
between these macroconcepts. This means (and our
experiments confirm this (Lukashevich, 1995)) that 
most cases the following assertion is true: repetitions of
macroconcepts, their hyponyms, hyperonyms and
thematically related terms serve for reference to these
macroconcepts in subtopics of a text. Repetitions and
synonyms of a macroconcept in the text are co-referent or
are in relation of conceptual identity with the
macroconcept. Hyponyms, hyperonyms and thematically
related terms of a macroconcept participating in subtopics
of the text characterize discussed aspects of this
macroconcept.

We call a set of terms related to the same term ’thematic
node’. The term that all terms of the thematic nodes are
Jelated to is called ’thematic center’. So we can construct
thematic nodes with macroconcepts as thematic centers
(main thematic nodes of a text).

Relationships between macroconcepts characterize main
topic of a text (by definition of a macroconcept), therefore
the text is devoted to description of relations between
macroconcepts and most sentences of the text must
characterize these relations. This means that elements of
different thematic nodes of macroconcepts occur together
in sentences of the text more often than other terms. This
feature of main thematic nodes allows to recognize them
among thematic nodes of other terms for texts of any size
and different genres (Loukachevitch, 1997).

As an example, let us see some paragraphs of the text
"Fiscal Legislation at the Halfway Point to a Better Future:
Taxes Being Collected Are a Compromise with Society"
from TREC-6 text collection. The text describes
governmental draft laws of tax reform represented to State
Duma by deputy Minister of Finance. Let us denote
macroconcepts of the text and their related terms as
follows: Tax - T, legislation - L, government - G, deputy
minister - D, State Duma - S, reform - R, terms related to
some macroconcepts - { / }, other terms of the Thesaurus -
x, not-terms (nouns, verbs and adjectives) - ’_’ and write
the fragments of the text using this notation.
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A package of six draft laws for 1995 that the
government submitted to the State Duma became the
subject of discussion in the "Interaction" reform
club. Deputy Minister of Finance Sergey
Aleksashenko, who represents the cabinet’s point of
view, said that "the main task of tax reform is to
reinforce the legislative and income base of th~
budget." According to Mr. Aleksashenko’s estimate,
55-60 percent of the total taxes planned for in the
budget are now being collected. At the same time,
practically everyone claims that taxes are stifling
enterprise and the economy.

_LG_S .... R_.
DG _ _, _ G _ _, _ _ _ {T/R} _ L x _ x.
.... ,__T_x_.
_, _ _ T x T.

According to Mr. Aleksashenko, the ministry has
undertaken efforts to improve tax legislation
juridically: "Today only the lazy do not take
advantage of the weaknesses in it." In this
connection, the basic law "On the Principles of th¢
Tax System" has been radically revised. TtLt
proposed package of laws, in Sergey Aleksashenko’~
opinion, "defines basic concepts and thL
responsibility of state organs and the taxpayer much
more precisely, and lowers the level of sanctions and
formulates them more clearly." Taking into account
what has been done, the deputy minister believes that
the halfway point has been reached from the existing
order to the initiation of part of the Tax Code, which
the government hopes will be submitted to the State
Duma next year.

_ _, G _ _ _ {T/L} _.

_, _ L "_ Tt" _ _.
_ _ L, ........ {G/S} T .......
_ _, D {T/L}, G _ _ S _.

We can see how often terms corresponding and related
to the macroconcepts of the text appear together in
sentences of this text. It allows us not to follow chains of
related terms from sentence to sentence to find main topics
of a text but construct various thematic nodes for the text
terms and choose such a subset of these thematic nodes
whose terms are situated near each other more often than
other ones. Terms of all main thematic nodes must be
neighbored to each other in some context and so they form
a simplex (triangle, tetragon and so on) of mutual
cooccurrance.

All the received results can be represented in ’thematic
representation’ of a text. Thematic representations of texts
is a hierarchical structure of terms where terms
semantically or thematically related to thematic centers are
gathered in thematic nodes. Thematic nodes whose
thematic centers can characterize contents of the text are

called main thematic nodes. Hierarchy of thematic
representation characterizes importance of terms in the
text: the thematic center is more important than other
terms of the thematic node, terms of main thematic nodes
are more important than terms of other thematic nodes.

Thematic representation is created on the basis of
detailed description of the domain, represented as a
thesaurus. Our Thesaurus was specially created as a tool
for automatic processing of texts in a broad domain of
sociopolitical life. It has some essential distinctions from
conventional thesauri created for manual indexing, on the
other hand it contains a great deal information about
thematically related terms of the domain. Currently the
Thesaurus contains more than 21 thousand terms and 8
thousand geographic names.

Thesaurus

The Thesaurus on Sociopolitical Life was created as a tool
for automatic text processing. It differs from conventional
thesauri for manual indexing (LIV, 1990;
UNBIS Thesaurus, 1976; Subject Headings, 1991) and
from thesauri of common language such as WordNet
(Miller et al., 1990).

Thesauri for manual indexing are created as a
convenient tool for manual description of contents of
documents in the domain. Creators of conventional
thesauri take into account domain, commonsense, and
grammatical knowledge of indexers, and therefore thesauri
created for manual indexing are hard to utilize in
automatic indexing environment (Salton, 1989). The goal
of development of the Thesaurus on Sociopolitical Life is
to collect various terms of the domain (general and
specific, single and multiword), to describe relations
between them and to use described knowledge during
automatic text processing.

At the same time principles of the Thesaurus
construction differ from principles of WordNet
construction in the following way:

- the Thesaurus describes terms of the very broad but
specific domain and does not include words and
terms of common language that can be used in texts
of any domains;

- ambiguity of Thesaurus terms is considered relative
to the domain: ambiguous terms that almost always
have one meaning in the domain are described as
unambiguous;

- descriptions of terms include much thematic
information: possible situations, reasons, results,
participants, properties and so on.

The Thesaurus was created in semi-automatic mode
using automatic processing of more than 200Mb of
Russian official texts (Lukashevich, 1995) and news
reports by information agencies. More than 200 thousand
term-like language expressions were collected and looked
through by our specialists to find terms for the Thesaurus.
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HA.IIOFOBAg[ CHCTEMA (T.IS17)

UF HA~OFOBAH HPAKTHKA; CHCTEMA HA/IOFOOB/IOH<EHI4H;
HA/IOFOBBIH HHCTPFIvIEHT; HA/IOFOBBII;I K/IMMAT;
HAIIOFOBEI4 MEXAI-IH~M; HA~OFOBhII;I PE)KHI~ CHCTEMA HAJIOrDB:
HAJIOFOOB/IAFAEIVRII4: HAJIOFOOSJIOYKEHME:HAIIOFOBAH CCEPA:
HA/IOFOOEJIOA~Y.HME ~OXO~OB; PDKI4M HAJIOFOOBJIOX<EHHH

~HHAHCbl
UF ~HHAHCOBA.~ HH4,PACTPYKTFPA; @HHAHCOBBIff’I KAI-IHTAJI;

4~HI-IAHCOBA~ CHCTEM& @HI-IAHCOBBIIYI K/IHMAT:
@HHAHCOBAH C@EPA: #HI-IAHCOBO.KPEUHTH~ . CHCTEMA:
@ IdHAHCOBO.IdI-IBECTHI/HOHHA,q C@EPA; $HHea4COBbII;I;
@I4HAHCOBC~KPF_~HTHA~ C~F2A; @HI-IAHCOBBIE ~ECYPCBI;
@ HHAHCOBC~gKOHOMI4qECKI4H; @HHAHCOBBIE CPE~CTBA

NT /IBFOTHOE HAJIOI-OOBYIO}EEHHE
UF/IBI-OTbl rlo HA/IOFAM: JIBrDTBI IIO H/gIOFOOB/IO}I<EHHIO

HA/IOI-OBAH CKI~KA; HAJIOrDBME/IBFOTBI;

rIPOI’PECCHBHOE HA/IOFOOB/IOA~F}IH E

~BOI4HOE HAJIOFOOSJIOH(H.HHE

HAJIOF
HA;IOFOBA.[I rIOIIIJ’IHHA; I-IAJIOFOBOE OBJIO)KEHHE;
HAJIOFOBbIH; HA31OI-OBMI;I IIrIATEA~ HA.qOI-OBhII;I CEOP

HA~OFOBAH AMHMCIWA

HAJIOFOBASI ]IEKJIAPALII~
UF ~EKJIAPAI.[H.q O ~OXO~AX; ]~EK37APHPOBAHIdE ~OXO~OB

HAfOFOBAH ~HCI/HHJII4HA

HMIOFOBAH C~YH(BA
UF IDCHAJIOI"CJ’IY)KEA; HA/IOFOBA~ OPFAHH3AJ/IdH;

HA/IOFOBOE YqPE~EHHE; HAJIOI-OBbII;I OPFAH;
OFFAH HA/IOFOBOH HHCI-IEKI/HH

HAJIOFOBOE HPABOHAPFIIIEHME
UF HAJIOFOBOE HAPYl//F/-IME’, HEY[UIATA HA/IOFOB

HAPYlIIEHHE HAJIOFOBOFO 3AKOHO~ATEJISCTBA
YKJIOHEHI4E OT HAJIOIDB; YK/IOHEHHE OT Y[I~ATSI HAJIOFOB

HAnOFOBbl E CAHKJ/MH

HA/IOFOOE~AFAEMA~ HPMESUIB

H A/IOFO O]~ JIAFAE IV~II4 ~OXO~

HAJIOFOII]IA TE~ BIJ/14K
UF 1-I/IATEJII:~HK HAJ"IOFA

AY~HTOPCKA.q ~F_J~F_~BHOCTB
UF AY~HPOBAHME; AY~HT; AY~HTOPCKAH HPAKTHKA;

AY~HTOPCKAS{ rIPOBEPKA; AY~HTOPCKA~ C/IY)K~A;
AY~MTOPCKHE YC/IY[34

NT

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

Fr

PT

PT

RT

RT HAJIOFOBAA HO/IHTMKA
UF HAJIOFOBOE PEFY/IMPOBAI-IHE

taxation

UF tax.on system;
tax system;
tax sphere

:WT finances

NT tax benefits

’ NT progressive taxation

PT double taxation

PT tax
UF tax duty; tax levy;

tax burden
PT tax amnesty

PT tax declaration

PT tax disdpline

PT tax administr~on
UF tax authohty;

tax inspectorate

PT tax offense

, PT tax sanctions
I

’,PT taxable protit
I

’, PT taxable income
I

’ PT tax payer

RT

RT

~udit
UF ~dit inspection;

audit practice;

audit service;
a~diting

tax policy

Figure 1. Fragment of Thesaurus entry
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Carefully gathered terms form rows of synonyms and
variants of a descriptor (a concept described in the
Thesaurus) -- sometimes up to 20 elements. Adjectives and
verbs can also be described as variants of a descriptor.
Every descriptor is translated into English and has a set of
English variants (Figure 1).

Ambiguous terms can be described in two ways in the
Thesaurus. The first -- an ambiguous term can be a
synonym of two or more descriptors that represent
different meanings of this term. For example, (hereinafter
we give fragments from the Thesaurus in English
translation) term capital is described as a synonym to twG
descriptors CAPITAL (City) and CAPITAL (Finance). If
only one meaning of an ambiguous term is represented in
the Thesaurus such term is marked with a special sign of
ambiguity.

Existing relationships between descriptors in the
Thesaurus are: broader term (BT) -- narrower term (NT),
related term (RT), whole-term (WT) -- part-term (PT).
Latter relationship is used for description of physical parts,
elements and participants of a concept.

Using these relations we developed our Thesaurus as a
thesaurus inheritance system in which more specific
concepts inherit information from more general concepts.
In our system this means that relationship "related term" is
inherited from a descriptor by its narrower descriptors and
by its parts. Relationship "part-term" is inherited from a
descriptor by its narrower descriptors. Relationships
"broader term --narrower term" and "whole-term --part-
term" are transitive relationships.

Thus every descriptor of the Thesaurus is related to a
wide scope of terms. For most descriptors the number of
related descriptors is much larger than the number of
direct indicated relationships. For example, descriptor
TAX SYSTEM has 20 direct relations with other
descriptors, but in fact according to the properties of
inheritance and transitivity it is related to more than 100
ones.

This extended set of related terms in the Thesaurus
allows to determine which terms of the text are
semantically or thematically related to each other and can
support a topic or a subtopic of the text.

Construction of Thematic Representation

Identification of Terms in Texts

Text units are compared with terms of the Thesaurus using
morphological representation of the text and terms. If the
same fragment of a text corresponds to different
descriptors of the Thesaurus, ambiguity of the text unit is
indicated.

Texts can include names that coincide with terms of the
Thesaurus. A name that corresponds to a term of the
Thesaurus but has different spelling (capital letters,
quotes) is marked as an ambiguous term.

After comparison with the Thesaurus the text is
represented as a sequence of descriptors. All quasi-
synonyms of any descriptor are represented by the
descriptor and are not differentiated further.

For every text descriptor related text descriptors are
indicated. A set of text descriptors together with relations
to related text descriptors is called "thesaurus projection".

Disambiguation of Terms Using Thesaurus
Projection

Descriptors corresponding to different meanings of
ambiguous terms also participate in construction of
thesaurus projection for a text. Using thesaurus projection
a proper meaning of an ambiguous term is chosen.

For every meaning of an ambiguous term the following
conditions are verified:
1) descriptor corresponding to a meaning of that
ambiguous term is used in text in unambiguous form, for
example, term financial capital is an unambiguous term
for descriptor CAPITAL(Finance) and capital is an
ambiguous term for this descriptor;
2) descriptor corresponding to a meaning of the
ambiguous term is related to other descriptors in the
thesaurus projection. For example, descriptor PUBLIC
ORGANIZATION is connected by relationship NT with
descriptor POLITICAL PARTY that corresponds to one of
the meanings of ambiguous term party.

If one of the conditions is met we consider that the text
"supports" this meaning of the ambiguous term. If the text
supports only one meaning of the ambiguous term the
corresponding descriptor is chosen. If the text supports
more than one meaning of the term we look through
descriptors that are the nearest ones to every usage of the
ambiguous term and choose the meaning of the descriptor
supported by the nearest descriptors.

Only chosen descriptors participate in further
processing of the text.

Construction of Thematic Nodes

We suppose that the term that characterizes a topic of the
text and therefore can become the thematic center of a
thematic node is usually stressed in a text. It can be used
in the title or in the beginning of the text or it can have the
highest frequency among terms of the topic.

Any term of the Thesaurus (either general or specific
one) can become the thematic center of a thematic node.
For example, term mathematics can become the main term
of a topic if the text is devoted to development of
mathematics, or term scientist can become the main term
of a topic if a text is about "brain drain" to foreign
countries.

Creation of thematic nodes begins from choosing the
thematic centers. At first descriptors mentioned in the title
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and first sentence of the text can gather all related
descriptors from the thesaurus projection and become the
thematic centers of thematic nodes. Then the most
frequent descriptors of the text can become thematic
centers. A descriptor included into a thematic node can
not become the thematic center of a new thematic node.

Some thematic nodes that were constructed during
automatic processing of the example text (the right
column represents descriptor frequency in the text) are as
follows:

tax 15
tax system 4
finances 2
economy 1

tax legislation 1
tax payer 3

income tax 1
value added tax 1
special tax 1

property tax 1

legislation 2
tax legislation 1
draft law 4
law 12
Tax Code 4

deputy minister 3
ministry 1
state power 1
ministry of finance 2

government 4
state power 1
Minister of Finance 1

State Duma 5
state power 1
state 1

reform 2
tax reform 3

Determination of Status of Thematic Node

At the previous stage thematic nodes were gathered. Each
thematic node includes descriptors of the thesaurus
projection that are related to the thematic center of the
thematic node. Thematic nodes correspond to topics or
subtopics discussed in a text. At this stage it is necessary
to evaluate the importance of topics and thematic nodes

representing these topics in the text. At first we have to
determine main topics of the text, that is to choose main
thematic nodes.

In our approach we assume that in normal, conventional
texts main topics pass through the whole text and are
discussed in combination with each other. It means that
descriptors of different main thematic nodes are usually
located together all over the text. To find out how
descriptors of thematic nodes are distributed in the text we
use the notion "textual relation": a given descriptor has
textual relations with those descriptors of the text that are
located not further than N descriptors from the given
descriptor (location order is not important). Now N=2 and
thus every usage of a descriptor in the text is considered in
a sequence of descriptors by length 7. Thus we assume that
in a text descriptors of thematic nodes are usually repeated
over seven descriptors. This approach originates on the
basis of experiments in psychology and linguistics.

As a result we obtain a set of textual relations for every
descriptor of a text. For example, here are fragments of a
set of textual relations of descriptor tax received during
processing of the text (on the right side frequency of
textual relations is indicated):

tax

draft law 6
law 5
government 5
State Duma 3
legislation 3
deputy minister 3
tax system 2

Textual relations between descriptors are determined at
the stage of comparison of text with Thesaurus. After
construction of thematic nodes textual relations
frequencies of descriptors in each thematic node are
summed up, and we receive textual relations between
thematic nodes.

Let us see fragments of textual relations between
thematic nodes of the example.

tax
legislation 38
go vernment 10
deputy minister 10
State Duma 8
reform 5

Thematic nodes are represented by their main
descriptors; numbers to the right are total frequency of
textual relations between thematic nodes; textual relations
are given for the thematic node with main descriptor tax.
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In our approach we assume that first of all main
thematic nodes are those ones that

-have textual relations with all other main thematic
nodes and

- have a sum of frequencies of textual relations between
these nodes greater than the sum of frequencies for the
same number of other thematic nodes of this text.

In our example the main thematic nodes are thematic
nodes with main descriptors tax, legislation, governmei,t,
deputy minister, State Duma, reform.

Evaluated in such a way main thematic nodes determine
a threshold that distinguishes main thematic nodes from
all other thematic nodes of a text. This threshold is an
average frequency of descriptors in determined main
thematic nodes. The initial set of main thematic nodes is
supplemented with those thematic nodes whose frequency
is more than the threshold.

Besides main thematic nodes specific thematic nodes
and mentioned descriptors can be constructed but we will
not discuss this process here.

Coherent and Structural Form of Summary

Constructing thematic representation of a text we assumed
that a text is devoted to description of relations between
elements of its main topic (macroconcepts) and 
simulated these macroconcepts with main thematic nodes.
Therefore if we want to choose the most informative
sentences of a text, such sentences must possibly describe
these relations, that is include at least two different terms
belonging to different main thematic nodes. To describe
contents of a document briefly and to be comprehensive, a
summary must include a set of sentences of an initial text
with pairs of terms from all main thematic nodes. Such a
summary characterizes relations between all
macroconcepts.

There can be many sentences including representatives
of the same pair of main thematic nodes. We choose the
sentence that occurs in the text first. Such choice allows to
improve coherence of the summary because every sentence
of the summary contains known actants of the main topic
and introduces new actants. Description of the domain in
the Thesaurus is very detailed therefore the first
occurrence of new actants can be identified at the same
time when they are introduced by the author. So we can
rely on the eflbrts of the author of the text to create a
coherent text.

For the example text a summary (appendix B) will 
formed from the following sentences (in parentheses there
are marks of main thematic nodes):

I)A package of six draft laws for 1995 that the
government submitted to the State Duma became the

subject of discussion in the "Interaction" reform club
(L,G,S,R).
2) Deputy Minister of Finance Sergey Aleksashenko,
who represents the cabinet’s point of view, said that
"the main task of tax reform is to reinforce the
legislative and income base of the budget. "( D, G, T,
R,L)
3) Taking into account what has been done, deputy
minister believes that halfway point has been reached
from existing order to initiation of part of Tax Code,
which government hopes will be submitted to State
Duma next year (D, T, L, G, S).

These three sentences describe relations between all
macroconcepts identified in the text and a summary is
finished.

Size of a created summary does not depend on user’s
desire and is determined by identified main thematic
nodes and their distribution in sentences of the text. It is a
very important feature of our process of summary
generation because if a user is allowed to determine size of
a summary he/she can choose it too small for a given text
and possibly lose important information.

But reduction of summary is possible. If a user
specified size of a summary smaller than summary
constructed for a text then some first sentences of the
summary are displayed. If there are main thematic nodes
whose terms were not mentioned in this sentences a
structural form of the summary is used. A structural form
of a summary is a set of main thematic nodes represented
by their most frequent terms. For our example a full
structural summary is as follows:

tax, tax system, tax payer, finance
legislation, law, draft law, Tax Code
deputy minister, Ministry of Finance,
ministry, state power
government, Minister of Finance, state power

State Duma, state power, state
reform, tax reform

We can slightly reduce the summary of the example text
if we combine its coherent and structural summaries:

A package of six draft laws for 1995 that the
government submitted to the State Duma became the
subject of discussion in the "Interaction" reform club.

Also discussed:
tax, tax system, tax payer, finance

deputy minister, Ministry of Finance, ministry,
state power

Our experiments showed that for big texts summaries
that contain the beginning of the coherent summary and
terms of unmentioned thematic nodes from structural
summary are most informative.
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Related Work

Construction of thematic nodes is close to works on
construction of iexical chains (Barzilay and Elhadad,
1997) (Hirst and St-Onge, 1997) based on lexical cohesion
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976). In fact a thematic node is 
kind of a lexical chain. But we do not follow lexical chains
of related terms from sentence to sentence to find the
strongest lexical chains of a text but construct various
thematic nodes for the text terms and choose such a subset
of these thematic nodes terms of that are neighbored to
each other more often than other ones. The principle of
mutual neighborhood of main thematic nodes simulating
main topics of a text is invariant for texts of various genres
and sizes. It allows us not to use such statistical
characteristics of lexical chains as density or strength that
can be very changeable for various texts.

Construction of thematic nodes is based on a net of
semantic and thematic relations between text terms
described in sociopolitical thesaurus. In (Barzilay and
Elhadad, 1997) and (Hirst and St-Onge, 1997) authors 
WordNet (Miller et al. 1990) as a linguistic resource tbr
construction of lexical chains. However WordNet does not
describe thematic relations between synsets (Climent et al.
1996) and therefore thematic relations are not used in the
constructions of iexical chains. Consideration of thematic
relations considerably changes a system of lexical
cohesion relations in the text because a term can support
some lexical chains simultaneously.

Neighborhood of terms of different main thematic nodes
in one sentence is the main rule of choosing this sentence
for a summary. The constructed set of thematic nodes
allows to control if all main topics of a text are mentioned
in restricted volume of the summary.

A. Example

Fiscal Legislation at the Halfway Point to a Better Future:
Taxes Being Collected Are a Compromise with Society
(the text is extracted from TREC-6 routing task text
collection; full text size is more 5 Kb)

A package of six draft laws for 1995 that the
government submitted to the State Duma became the
subject of discussion in the "Interaction" reform club.
Deputy Minister of Finance Sergey Aleksashenko,
who represents the cabinet’s point of view, said that
"the main task of tax reform is to reinforce the
legislative and income base of the budget."
According to Mr. Aleksashenko’s estimate, 55-60
percent of the total taxes planned for in the budget
are now being collected. At the same time,
practically everyone claims that taxes are stifling
enterprise and the economy.

Therefore in the development of the draft law the
Ministry of Finance is trying to set the kinds of rates
that would be a compromise between the
requirements of the budget and the real capabilities
of the population and social production. "For the
first time in years," said the deputy minister, "we
submitted a proposal to increase nominal taxes."
Speaking specifically, at today’s level of collection
the tax burden next year will be reduced to 37.5
percent of GDP, compared to 40 percent now. The
main reduction is connected with a change in
industrial nonbudget funds, which have reached
approxinzately two-thirds of the sum of social funds
(Pension, Insurance, Health Services, and
EmploymenO.

According to Mr. Aleksashenko, the ministry has
undertaken efforts to improve tax legislation
juridically." "Today only the lazy do not take
advantage of the weaknesses in it." In this
connection, the basic law "On the Principles of the
Tax System" has been radically revised. The
proposed package of laws, in Sergey Aleksashenko’s
opinion, "defines basic concepts and the
responsibility of state organs and the taxpayer much
more precisely, and lowers the level of sanctions and
formulates them more clearly." Taking into account
what has been done, the deputy minister believes that
the halfway point has been reached from the existing
order to the initiation of part of the Tax Code, which
the government hopes will be submitted to the State
Duma next year.

The Tax Code that Russia will have to live with
starting in 1996 is a compilation of tax laws with a
unified terminology and procedural order. This
document was prepared by Sergey Shatalov’s working
group and represents a collection consisting of about
a thousand pages. An attempt is made in it to depart
from departmental norm-making and to transform
laws into acts of direct action.

Mikhail Zadornov, chairman of the Budget-
Finance Committee of the State Duma, commented
very critically on the "tax reform of the Ministry of
Finance": "If you consider the big picture, there have
been no changes in the tax system." That is, 3 percent
of the special taxes and taxes that cluttered up
legislation that simply were not collected were
abolished. On the other hand, drafts propose to
increase the property tax from 2 percent to 3 percent,
to expand the tax base at the expense of housing
construction and the scientific research and design
work of NIOKR [scientific research and experimental
design work], and to increase collection from the
population. In view of this, the deputies rejected the
proposal of Mr. Zadornov’s committee--to adopt the
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package of laws on the first reading and "to bring
them up to the mark" later with amendments. The
chairman of the profile committee predicts that in the
future the government expects difficulties in
considering individual laws--concerning the income
tax and the collection of value added tax in housing
construction ....

B. Summary

A package of six draft laws for 1995 that the
government submitted to the State Duma became the
subject of discussion in the "Interaction" reform club.
Deputy Minister of Finance Sergey Aleksashenko,
who represents the cabinet’s point of view, said that
"the main task of tax reform is to reinforce the
legislative and income base of the budget. ". Taking
into account what has been done, deputy minister
believes that halfway point has been reached from
existing order to initiation of part of Tax Code, which
government hopes will be submitted to State Duma
next year.
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